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Abstract

The German Aerospace Center (DLR) is currently developing a solar-powered high-altitude platform. The
underlying vehicle is a fixed-wing aircraft designated to be stationed in the stratosphere for several days and to
carry payload used to perform Earth observation missions. The project HAP addresses the complete design
process of the aircraft, from conceptual studies and detailed design up to its construction, flight test campaigns
and its final operational clearance. The aircraft operates at very low airspeeds, in the order of 10 m/s equivalent
airspeed, and is therefore very susceptible to atmospheric disturbances, particularly in ground proximity. In
addition, due to the absence of air brakes and due to the the very high glide ratio, the aircraft only reaches low
sink rates, which additionally prolongates the landing duration. Altogether, the landing is a highly critical flight
phase that needs thorough consideration. This paper addresses three issues associated with the landing: first,
it presents a landing procedure that has a potential of reducing the risk of the landing, second, it describes
the positioning process of skids that are used as landing gear, and third, it includes the resulting landing loads
in the aeroelastic design. A high number of landing simulations of the aircraft in atmospheric disturbances is
performed using a 6 degrees-of-freedom flight dynamics model. For this purpose, a landing controller based
on an outer energy management loop and an inner pitch loop is implemented. During the simulations, the
best main skid position is found to be around 40 cm in front of the centre of gravity. A dynamic aeroelasticity
simulation is performed to analyse the associated loads. The results show that the landing loads obtained with
this landing procedure are not sizing and thus do not influence the structural weight.

Keywords: High-Altitude Platform, Landing Simulations, Flight Control, Aeroelastic Sizing, Atmospheric
Disturbances

Nomenclature
Abbreviations
CG Centre of Gravity
DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (German Aerospace Center)
HAP High-Altitude Platform (name of a vehicle category and a DLR project)
HTP Horizontal Tailplane
TECS Total Energy Control System

Symbols
b Wing, resp. horizontal tailplane, span
c1,c2 Stiffness constants
CD,CL,Cm Drag, lift and pitching moment coefficients
d Damping constant
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e Oswald efficiency factor
g Gravitational acceleration at current location
h Geodetic height
H Transfer function
iH Horizontal stabiliser deflection
kP,kI,kD Controller gains
Lu, Lv, Lw Longitudinal, lateral, and vertical turbulence scale lengths
Mx,Mz Bending and torsional moments
m Vehicle mass
NProp,LH&RH Propeller RPM left and right
q Pitch rate
Rx,Ry,Rz Skid forces in x, y and z-direction
t Time
T Thrust force
u,v,w Velocity components in x, y and z-direction
U f lex,x,U f lex,z Horizontal and vertical deflections
VTAS True airspeed
x,y,z Cartesian coordinates
α Angle of attack
ε Downwash angle
γ Flight path angle
Θ,Φ Pitch and bank angles
Λ Aspect ratio
µ,µS Skid/ground longitudinal and lateral friction coefficients
σ Standard deviation
σ1,σ1,HT P,σ2 Parameters related to height above ground for ground effect model
τ Time delay
τS Skid crab angle

Indices
A Aerodynamic value
AGL Above Ground Level
b Body-axis coordinate system
base Baseline
c Commanded value
EM Value provided by energy management controller
g Aircraft-carried normal earth axis system (North-East-Down)
GE Ground effect
K Flight path value
MG, TG, LWG, RWG Main, tail, left wing and right wing gear
PC Payload Compartment
TD Touchdown
W Wind value
WB Wing-body

1. Introduction
High-altitude platforms (HAPs, sg. HAP) are air vehicles that operate at very high altitudes and can, if
driven by solar power, stay airborne for weeks until landing becomes necessary again [1]. Therefore,
HAPs are potential alternatives for typical satellite applications, including general Earth observation
missions [2] and telecommunications [3]. For these applications, HAPs provide higher operational
flexibility since they are not dependent on their orbit. Their lower altitude is advantageous in terms of
image resolution and the level of disturbances due to the atmosphere. At the same time, one HAP
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can only cover a limited area whereas one satellite can cover a much wider region of the Earth. In
recent years, research on high-altitude platforms has increased sharply [4–8].
In the context of the project HAP, the German Aerospace Center (DLR) is developing a HAP system.
The HAP system includes the fixed-wing HAP aircraft itself, the flight control system and the complete
operational concept, the ground segment, the flight termination system and two instruments (payload)
with a mass of up to 5 kg. The aircraft is designed to perform Earth observation missions carrying
either a high-definition camera or a synthetic aperture radar. The aircraft development process is cur-
rently in the detail design phase. Within the further project term, the manufacturing, a comprehensive
flight test campaign and a final high-altitude mission demonstration using the payload instruments
will follow.
HAPs are designed to be stationed at high altitudes for a prolonged period of time. For fixed-wing
aircraft this imposes the needs for a very high aerodynamic efficiency, a very low aircraft weight and
a low airspeed. This, in turn, renders the landing one of the most challenging flight phases for HAPs.
The very low airspeed in ground proximity makes the aircraft very susceptible to atmospheric distur-
bances. In addition, due to the need for a very low aircraft weight, air brakes are usually excluded.
Together with the aircraft’s high glide ratio, the achievable stable sink rates are low. As a conse-
quence, the duration of the landing is prolongated, which increases the possibility of an encounter
with gusts or wind shear. In addition, the successful execution of the landing in a designated area is
vastly aggravated [9].
In case of the DLR HAP aircraft, there are two other factors that add to the complexity of the landing.
First of all, with a total mass of around 140 kg, the aircraft is too heavy to be collected by hand
and therefore needs a landing gear. However, a retractable gear would lead to an excessive weight
penalty. Thus, small non-retractable skids are used as landing gear, which cause only little additional
drag but bring some risks with respect to the landing, e.g. concerning high landing loads and rollovers.
Furthermore, since there is not enough ground clearance, the propellers must be retracted before
touchdown. From that moment on, a go-around cannot be initiated anymore.
These characteristics of the DLR HAP aircraft impose specific requirements on the way how final
approach, flare, and landing can be performed. An easy-to-follow (i.e. which could potentially be
flown manually) and robust landing procedure that accounts for the HAP’s drawbacks and which is
also applicable at slightly increased wind speeds is required. Furthermore, the skids need to be
thoroughly dimensioned and positioned. Lastly, the resulting loads during the landing need to be
examined and included in the aeroelastic design.
This paper addresses these landing issues by performing a high number of landing simulations of
the aircraft in small atmospheric disturbances using a 6 degrees-of-freedom flight dynamics model.
In order to apply appropriate commands in the simulations, an energy management control system
is implemented and tuned in such a way that the required outer-loop commands could easily be
provided by a human pilot if needed (reasonable control bandwidth and precision). Based on the
results, the best skid positions are found and vertical velocities at touchdown are obtained that are
used for a dynamic aeroelasticity simulation to analyse the associated loads. Section 2 presents the
DLR HAP aircraft, section 3 briefly describes the mathematic models used for the calculations and
section 4 outlines the landing controller. Subsequently, section 5 starts with a detailed presentation
of the landing procedure defined. Furthermore, it shows the distribution of results for all landing
simulations and documents the resulting skid positions. Finally, this paper shows the dynamic aeroe-
lasticity simulation results in section 6 and closes with a conclusion in section 7 and a short outlook
in section 8.

2. The DLR HAP aircraft
This section describes the DLR HAP aircraft. For this purpose, Figure 1 provides a schematic sketch
of the vehicle. It has a wing area of around 40 m2, a wing span of around 30 m and a total mass of
aroung 140 kg. The wing is unswept and has dihedral tips with a dihedral angle of 12◦ while the inner
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wing section has no dihedral angle. This version of the aircraft has ailerons1 that are located rather
close to the aircraft centreline. This position was chosen because, at larger spanwise positions, due
to the high flexibility of the wing, torsional bending would lead to an aileron effectivity that would even
be lower compared to the effectivity of the ailerons at the chosen position. Furthermore, a horizontal
stabiliser, respectively an all-moving horizontal tail, is used for trimming and pitch control inputs. Yaw
moments are realised by using a rudder. Detailed information on loads and aeroelastic analyses of
the DLR HAP can be found in [10, 11] and insights into its flight mechanical design and analyses is
provided by [12].

Figure 1 – Sketch of the DLR HAP aircraft with the control surfaces accentuated in orange colour

The HAP aircraft is equipped with four non-retractable rather soft skids that are used as landing gear
(not shown in Figure 1). Here, three positions are defined a priori and are thus considered as fixed
within this work. Those include the tail skid with a length of 0.1 m, being installed below the fuselage
in the quarter line of the vertical tailplane and two wing skids, at the left and the right hand side, that
are installed on the wing lower side at the kinks and in the wing quarter line. The wing skids’ sizes are
chosen such that they just have ground contact when the aircraft wing is in its jig shape. The main
skid is installed below the fuselage and its chordwise position is varied within the works presented in
this paper. In conformity with the nomenclature chosen in the flight dynamics model, the respective
skids are denoted here with the indices MG (Main Gear), TG (Tail Gear), LWG (Left Wing Gear) and
RWG (Right Wing Gear). Figure 2 illustrates the skid positions. It additionally shows the position
of the lowest point of the payload compartment (PC), which is of significant importance in terms of
finding the best main skid position.

Centre of gravity in

xz-plane

Skids (on bottom 

side)

Payload compartment

(lowest point)

TG

MG LWG

RWG

PC

Figure 2 – Top view of HAP aircraft and skid positions

1Note that the current aircraft, which is intended to be investigated intensively during the flight test campaign, will be
equipped with ailerons. For the final aircraft that it is intended to fly for several days at high altitudes, it is probable that the
ailerons will be omitted.
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While landing the HAP aircraft, it is crucial that the main skid touches down first. It should be noted
that tail dragger aircraft usually touch down with the rear gear first in order to land with a higher angle
of attack. In addition, the probability of a liftoff is lower since the angle of attack further decreases
while lowering the main gear. However, in case of HAP, such a procedure is not possible. This is
due to the fact that a first contact on one of the other skids could easily overstress the extremely
lightweight structure and even seriously damage it. This circumstance adds to the fact that landing
the HAP aircraft is a comparatively difficult task. Similarly, the payload compartment, storing the
highly sensitive payload instruments, must never make ground contact either. Hence, it is possible to
define an allowable pitch range at touchdown (TD) that must be kept to ensure that the aircraft is not
damaged. Figure 3 shows a schematic sketch of the way the minimum and maximum allowable pitch
angles are defined. The pitch range is exaggerated in the picture, for readability reasons, but is very
narrow in practice and lies, depending on the main skid size and position, between around −3◦ and
+1◦.

  �max,TD   �min,TD

Main skid

Tail skid

Payload

compartment

(Skid dimensions exaggerated)

Figure 3 – Side view of HAP aircraft and approximate allowable pitch angles at touchdown

Lastly, the HAP aircraft is equipped with two propeller engines with a diameter of 1.7 m. It is obvious
that there is not enough ground clearance for the propellers to rotate below about 0.85 m height over
ground. Therefore, the propellers need to be retracted at some point during the landing process.

3. Flight Dynamics Model Formulation
The flight dynamics model used within this work is a six-degrees-of-freedom model with a derivative-
based aerodynamic model and a quasistatic dynamic pressure-dependent approach to account for
flexibility effects due to the flight shape. Note that a model including the structural dynamics is cur-
rently under development and will be used for later works. In the context of this approach, different
sets of aerodynamic derivatives are provided for different flight shapes and, thus, for different equiv-
alent airspeeds. For intermediate airspeeds, linear interpolation is performed. More information on
the flight dynamics model used here can be found in [9].

3.1 Ground Effect Model
The flight dynamics model used within this work contains a ground effect model (GE) that is based
upon the approach proposed in [13–15]. At this time, solely the ground effect for the longitudinal
motion is respected. In the modelling approach the following ground impact factors are defined for
wing-body (WB) and the horizontal tailplane (HTP):

σ1 = 1− tanh
(

a1 ·
hWBAGL

b

)
σ1,HT P = 1− tanh

(
a1 ·

hHT PAGL

bHT P

)
σ2 = 1− tanh

(
a2 ·

hWBAGL

b

) (1)

Herein, a1 and a2 are modelling coefficients and b is the wing span. The quantities hWBAGL and hHT PAGL

represent the altitude above ground of the wing neutral point, respectively the HTP neutral point. The
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effects on the wing-body and the HTP lift coefficients are modelled as

CLWB =CLWB,base +CLαWB,GE ·σ1 ·α
CLHT P =CLHT P,base +CLαHT P,GE ·σ1,HT P ·αHT P,

(2)

where CLαWB,GE and CLαHT P,GE are the associated ground effect modelling terms. The ground effect
impact on the drag coefficient can be expressed by a decrease in induced drag:

CD =CDbase−σ1 ·
C2

L

eΛπ
(3)

The attenuation of main wing downwash is given by

εHT P = εHT Pbase +

(
∂εHT P

∂α

)
GE
·σ2 ·α (t− τ) . (4)

Finally, the zero pitching moment changes due to the presence of the ground. The influence is
modelled by using a simple offset:

Cm =Cmbase +σ1 ·Cm0GE (5)

The underlying aerodynamic data were provided by the aerodynamics specialist of the HAP flight
physics team. For their generation, the vortex lattice method Athena Vortex Lattice (AVL), developed
at MIT [16, 17] was used. Therein, the ground presence was modelled using the mirror principle,
signifying that the aircraft and thereby its associated circulation distribution was mirrored below the
ground. The provided aerodynamic information was then introduced into the flight dynamics model
by fitting the parameters presented above to these data.

3.2 Skid Model
This section briefly outlines the approach used to model the landing gear forces and, correspondingly,
the resulting moments. As already described, skids are used as landing gear for the HAP aircraft. The
aircraft is equipped with a main skid, two skids at the left and right hand sides of the main wing and a
tail skid. For all skids, the same viscoelastic properties, hence stiffness and damping are assumed.
A control point is defined on the lower side of the payload compartment to monitor whether ground
contact occurred or not. Whenever this is the case, the respective landing is deemed unacceptable.
The skids are modelled with standard linear solids (SLS) as described in Figure 4. The skid reference
point is geometrically defined as the lowest point of the skid, i.e. the point at which the skid would
touch the ground assuming no longitudinal or lateral inclination and a perfectly flat ground surface.
The dynamic equations of such spring-damper systems can be found in numerous publications, see
for instance in [18]. The associated vertical force is either zero whenever there is no ground contact
or dependent on the compression and vertical velocity of the respective skid. For all skids the vertical
forces are given by

Ṙz,gSkid =

{
ḣAGLSkid · c1 +hAGLSkid

c1·c2
d −Rz,gSkid

c1+c2
d : hAGLSkid < 0 m

0 : hAGLSkid ≥ 0 m.

Rz,gSkid =


∫

Ṙz,gSkid dt : hAGLSkid < 0 m

0 : hAGLSkid ≥ 0 m.

(6)

Herein, hAGLSkid is the altitude above ground of the skid reference point of the respective skid. It
includes the effect of the elastic deformation of the aircraft. For the spring constants c1 and c2 a value
of 40000 N/m is used, which was proposed by the aeroelasticity specialist of the flight physics team.
This value represents very soft skids that are supposed to reduce the loads at touchdown. For the
damper constant, a value of 500 Ns/m is used, which was adjusted manually, such that a seemingly
realistic touchdown behaviour is obtained. Together with the longitudinal and lateral friction forces all
resulting forces in body-fixed coordinates are given by

Rx,bSkid = µ ·sign(uK,bSkid )Rz,gSkid cos(Θ)−Rz,gSkid sin(Θ)

Ry,bSkid = µ ·sign(uK,bSkid )Rz,gSkid sin(Φ)sin(Θ)−µS ·sign(τS)Rz,gSkid cos(Φ)+Rz,gSkid sin(Φ)cos(Θ)

Rz,bSkid = µ ·sign(uK,bSkid )Rz,gSkid cos(Φ)sin(Θ)+µS ·sign(τS)Rz,gSkid sin(Φ)+Rz,gSkid cos(Φ)cos(Θ),

(7)
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Aircraft lower 

side
c1

c2 d

Skid reference

point

Figure 4 – Skid modelled as standard linear solid in Kelvin-Voigt representation

where τS is the skid crab angle. It is assumed that it is the same for all skids. It reads

τS =−arctan
(

vK,bSkid

uK,bSkid

)
. (8)

For the kinetic friction coefficient, a value of µ = 0.4 is used, derived as an average value from
measurements for metal skids on a dry lakebed [19–21]. For the lateral kinetic friction coefficient
a somewhat higher value of µS = 0.55 is assumed. Note that this is a very simplified approach to
account for the form of the skids, which have better slide properties in longitudinal direction than in
lateral direction. Since in the landing simulations performed in this work the lateral direction only
plays a minor role, this modelling approach is deemed sufficient. However, for later simulations that
also involve touchdowns with crab angles, the skid model will be further revised. In addition, the main
skid model contains a standstill logic that assures a force equilibrium as soon as the aircraft comes
to a standstill.

3.3 Turbulence Model
In the context of this work, continuous turbulence is applied to the aircraft within the simulations. The
respective wind speeds are modeled for the translational wind components by passing white noise
through a filter. The respective forming filters are such that approximate von Kármán velocity spectra
are obtained [22]. The corresponding transfer functions read

Hu(s) =
σu

√
Lu

VTAS

(
1+0.25 Lu

VTAS
s
)

1+1.357 Lu
VTAS

s+0.1987
( Lu

VTAS

)2s2

Hv(s) =
σv

√
Lv

VTAS

(
1+2.7478 Lv

VTAS
s+0.3398

( Lv
VTAS

)2s2
)

1+2.9958 Lv
VTAS

s+1.9754
( Lv

VTAS

)2s2 +0.1539
( Lv

VTAS

)3s3

Hw(s) =
σw

√
Lw

VTAS

(
1+2.7478 Lw

VTAS
s+0.3398

( Lw
VTAS

)2s2
)

1+2.9958 Lw
VTAS

s+1.9754
( Lw

VTAS

)2s2 +0.1539
( Lw

VTAS

)3s3

(9)

where σu, σv and σw are the standard deviations of the wind velocity for the longitudinal, lateral, and
vertical axes and Lu, Lv and Lw the corresponding scale lengths. The associated values are derived
from the boundary layer turbulence data of [23]. The values for an altitude of 10 m are used and
assumed constant in the range between 0 m and 10 m. To account for the fact that the HAP aircraft
is supposed to land only when the degree of turbulence is comparatively low, the values in [23] are
divided by a factor 2. Table 1 documents the resulting values.
It should be noted that the approach to model the turbulence intensity and the scale lengths as
proposed in CS-AWO [24] was considered but it did not seem to yield realistic turbulence parameters
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Table 1 – Standard deviations and scale lengths used within this work to model turbulence

Altitude range σu (m/s) σv (m/s) σw (m/s) Lu (m) Lv (m) Lw (m)
h < 10 m 1.155 0.835 0.575 21 11 5

when flying very close to the ground (< 1 m). With decreasing height above ground, a sharp increase
in turbulence level is specified and seems quite unrealistic for turbulence in close ground proximity in
otherwise fairly low-turbulence and low-wind conditions.

4. Landing Controller
In the context of this work, numerous landing simulations are performed in the form of batch calcula-
tions. Therefore, a landing controller that realises appropriate control inputs within these simulations
is needed. However, for reasons of weight reduction, the HAP aircraft will not be equipped with a
radar altimeter. Hence, no information about the altitude over ground is available and, accordingly,
the HAP aircraft is supposed to be piloted manually during landing. Thus, the controller performance
needs to apply inputs that can also be applied by a pilot rather than to provide the best possible
control characteristics. Generally, it needs to

• apply rather lower frequency control inputs,

• apply rather simple commands, and

• rely on flight parameters that are available to or directly observable by the pilot during manual
landing. These include e.g., the airspeed and the pitch angle via telemetry and the height above
ground through observation on the airfield.

The landing controller consists of two nested loops. The outer loop manages the energy and is
strongly inspired by the well-known total energy control system (TECS) philosophy [25, 26]. Whilst
the overarching idea of TECS remained, the inner-working has been significantly modified to achieve
a better performance. The modifications of the TECS control concept will be published separately
in the near future. For the purpose of the present work and the analysis of the results, the energy
management outer loop can be thought as a very well-performing TECS controller. The energy man-
agement outer loop is combined with a simple inner pitch loop and an inverse thrust model converting
thrust commands into propeller rotation speed command. Figure 5 shows the block diagram of the
complete control system used for the landing.
As will be seen in more detail in section 5 the major purpose of the controller used here is to help
designing a procedure that reduces the general risk of damaging the vehicle during landing, e.g.,
through hard landing, ground contact of the payload compartment or an initial touchdown of any skid
other than the main skid. For this purpose, the landing is subdivided into different phases. Therefore,
the control system includes a phase manager that consists of a state machine and provides the
current phase in output such that the control functions can know the current phase of the landing
procedure and behave accordingly. The phases of the landing are (confer also the more detailed
descriptions of these phases in section 5):

Phase =


0 : t < tStart

1 : t ≥ tStart

2 : |hAGL−h“Flare”| ≤ ∆hmax consecutively for duration th
3 : |Θ−ΘTarget,T D| ≤ ∆Θmax consecutively for duration tΘ

(10)

The simulation is initialised in stabilised horizontal flight at 10 m above ground and the control function
in phase 0 maintains this condition. Upon reaching t = tStart , phase 1 is activated and the initial descent
to the altitude h“Flare” is initiated. As soon as this altitude is reached and the aircraft maintains to stay
within the band of ±∆hmax for the duration of th consecutively, the autoland controller switches to
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Phase
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+

+

Energy Management
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Figure 5 – Block diagram of the landing controller

phase 2. In this phase the aircraft needs to capture the pitch angle ΘTarget,T D. Finally, after having
kept the pitch angle at ΘTarget,T D for a couple of seconds, phase 3 is activated, which consists in
shutting off the engines and retracting the propellers and the final descent until touchdown while
keeping Θ = ΘTarget,T D. This also signifies that the aircraft does not perform a flare in a typical sense.
Instead, airspeed is decreased at the altitude that is here called h“Flare” and the aircraft then sinks
until touchdown. Such a procedure is chosen since a typical flare is not feasible with the HAP aircraft.
Nevertheless, as will be shown in section 5, the associated sink rates at touchdown are low.
The pitch inner loop tracks the pitch angle command Θc,EM from by the energy management controller
by means of a PID controller, which commands the stabiliser deflection ∆iH,1:

∆iH,1 = kP,Θ · (Θc−Θ)+ kI,Θ

(
ω2

Θ
s2 +2ζΘωΘ +ω2

Θ
Θc−Θ

)
+ kP,q ·q (11)

For the integral element, a second-order filter is applied to the pitch command signal Θc. This can
be interpreted as a kind of reference model and allows to prevent the integral element from causing
overshoot in the response to pitch command changes. The controller parameters kP,Θ, kI,Θ and kP,q

are manually adjusted. Depending on the respective phase, the pitch command signal is either the
output of the energy management loop or the (constant) touchdown target pitch angle:

Θc =

{
Θc,EM : Phase = 1
ΘTarget,T D : Phase = [2,3]

(12)

After touchdown a soft pitch up is commanded to ensure that the tail skid makes ground contact soon
after touchdown. The resulting stabiliser input is generated as a single integral element, which is
applied as an offset to the stabiliser deflection angle at touchdown to realise a smooth transition:

∆iH,2 =

iH,T D− kI,Θ,oG

∫
dt : any skid on ground

0 : otherwise
(13)

The parameter kI,Θ,oG is defined such that, ideally, neither a liftoff nor a touchdown of the payload
compartment occurs. Before the initiation of phase 3, the thrust command Tc,EM is translated into a
propeller RPM input. After the initiation of phase 3, the engines are shut off and Tc,EM is not used
anymore.
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5. Landing Simulations
This section presents the results of the landing simulations with the flight dynamics model using the
landing controller presented above. The general procedure that has been sketched already when
presenting the controller is detailled in section 5.1. Subsequently, it presents the skid positioning
process based on batch landing simulations.

5.1 Landing Procedure
As already described, there are a couple of factors that make landing the DLR HAP aircraft a chal-
lenging task with a relativity high risk of damaging the vehicle. The most important contributing factors
are:

• High susceptibility to atmospheric disturbances

• Very low sink rate

• Skids as landing gear

• Pitch angle demand to remain with a very narrow range for touchdown

• Necessity to retract propellers before touchdown and therefore no option for go-around anymore
shortly after retraction

In order to cope with these challenges, a landing procedure has been developed that subdivides the
landing process in different phases. The controller from section 4 is set up to follow the reference
inputs within these stages and all landings of the batch simulations presented in the following section
are performed this way.
Figure 6 shows the evolution of the main flight parameters during this landing procedure for a simu-
lation with von Kármán turbulence. The different phases are depicted in the plot in the fifth row on
the left hand side labelled “Controller Phase”. In the beginning, the signal is zero, signifying that the
controller is not active, respectively that landing has not yet been initiated. After 5 seconds, the final
descent starts and during the complete landing process, all phases are run through. They are:

1. Phase 1 - Descent and capture of h“Flare”: The landing starts by a descent up to a pre-
defined altitude over ground, which is here called h“Flare”, even though, strictly speaking, the
aircraft does not perform a flare in a typical sense. The altitude h“Flare” is signalised by the
green dashed line in Figure 6 (first column, second row). It needs to be chosen as near to the
ground as possible but should offer enough ground clearance that both the engines can still be
used and a light gust does not directly lead to ground contact of any part of the aircraft. The
altitude h“Flare” needs to be maintained for a couple of seconds before the transition to phase 2
is realised.

2. Phase 2 - Deceleration while maintaining h“Flare” and capture of safe pitch attitude ΘTarget:
The main skid needs to touch down first. However, together with the small skid size, the allow-
able pitch band at touchdown is very narrow (confer Figure 2). The fourth plot on the left hand
side, showing the pitch angle Θ, illustrates this. It shows the minimum allowable pitch angle
Θmin,T D at touchdown (bottom horizontal dashed red line), limited by the payload compartment,
and the maximum allowable pitch angle Θmax,T D at touchdown (top horizontal dashed red line),
limited by the tail skid. In addition, a target pitch angle ΘTarget is defined that lies in this band but
is closer to the maximum allowable pitch angle, since this is the softer limit. This target pitch
angle is also the angle that should be held during touchdown. In this phase, the altitude h“Flare”
is maintained while the aircraft decelerates. In doing so, the angle of attack increases along
with the pitch angle, while the flight path angle is zero. As soon as the target pitch angle ΘTarget

is reached, the flight is stabilised and continued for a couple of seconds.
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3. Phase 3 - Depletion of remaining kinetic and potential energy while keeping safe pitch
attitude ΘTarget: This phase is initiated by shutting the engines off, retracting the propellers and
locking them in a position parallel to the wing leading edge before approaching the ground.
Since ΘTarget must be held and the aircraft can no longer generate thrust, no real control of the
sink rate is possible anymore. The airspeed decreases and the aircraft starts to sink, which
to some extent alleviates the sink rate. The remaining kinetic and potential energies decrease
simultaneously. This maneuver can only be performed safely if the pitch angle constraints (due
to the skid geometry) and the propeller radius permit to initiate this phase at a sufficiently low
altitude over ground and to use a ΘTarget that is large enough to prevent too high sink rates. The
design of this vehicle allows this. This phase is critical in terms of gusts or system faults as
no go-around manoeuvre can be initiated anymore. As soon as the main skid touches down,
the stabiliser is slightly pulled to ensure that the payload compartment does not make ground
contact.

4. Pitch up during slideout: This final step of the landing procedure is not considered a distinct
phase, but it is crucial to land the aircraft safely. After touchdown, the controller commands a
pitch up that reduces the risk that the payload compartment makes ground contact. The pitch
up needs to be sufficiently soft in order to prevent the aircraft to become airborne again or to
induce too high loads on the tail skid.

As shown in Figure 6, the landing is completed successfully in this case. The main skid is the first
skid to touch down, as shown by the plot for the normalised skid force Rz,MG/m (sixth plot on the right
hand side). The moment of the first contact between any part of the aircraft and the ground is marked
by a vertical dotted line. A couple of seconds after touchdown, the tail skid makes ground contact
(Rz,T G/m). As intended, the associated tail skid force is very low and does not introduce heavy loads
into the structure. As the wing deflection due to flexibility decreases along with the airspeed while
being on ground, and thereby with the wing unloading, the left (Rz,LWG/m) and right wing (Rz,RWG/m)
skids touch down. As requested, the payload compartment never makes ground contact. In this
case, the main skid was located 0.4 m forward of the aircraft centre of gravity (CG), but one of the
motivations for building this simulation program and scenario is to optimise the positions of the main
skid. An interesting fact is that the main skid force at touchdown is lower than the maximum force,
which occurs right before the wing skids touch down. This signifies that due to the very low sink rate,
the landing shock is relatively low. Instead, the weight plays the major role in terms of the maximum
skid force. As soon as the airspeed decreases while being on ground, lift decreases and the skid
force increases to a higher level compared to the shock at touchdown.

5.2 Skid Positioning
In order to find an appropriate position for the main skid and make sure that this choice is robust
against variations of the system parameters and atmospheric conditions, a large number of landing
simulations are performed in batch. The main input parameters are the atmospheric conditions, in
particular stochastic turbulence. The main output parameters are the skid forces and the ground
clearance at the payload compartment. The simulation program also provides the vertical speeds at
touchdown that are used for the aeroelastic loads analysis presented in section 6. Four scenarios
are considered for the main skid position, see Table 2.

Table 2 – Main skid positions with respect to the aircraft CG investigated in this study. Note that a
positive value signifies a location forward of the CG.

Main skid positions
+0.0 m +0.2 m +0.4 m +0.6 m

For each main skid position, 1000 simulations are performed. Within the simulations, the HAP aircraft
is subject to light atmospheric disturbances such as it is assumed to be acceptable for the landing of
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Figure 6 – Procedure proposed for landing, shown for an exemplary landing with the landing skids
0.4 m forward of the CG

this aircraft. The disturbances are modelled according to section 3.3 and applied to all three axes.
Within these simulations, the underlying white noise seeds needed for the turbulence generation are
varied, leading to differences in the wind velocities between the runs. The variations are performed
independently for all three axes and at random. The landing controller presented in section 4 is used
for each simulation. Hence, every landing is performed using the procedure shown in Figure 6.
Figure 7 shows some selected results of these batch simulations in form of box plots. In all plots, the
inner horizontal bar represents the median of the distributions. The box itself is defined by the upper
and lower quartiles and the whiskers are here defined by the 2%-percentile, resp. the 98%-percentile.
This signifies that 25% of the data points are located inside the box above the median and 25% of the
data points are in the box below the median. Analogously, 23% of the distribution is located below
the box and above the lower whisker, and 23% are above the box and below the upper whisker. The
remaining 4% of the data points are explicitly plotted as blued points.
On the left hand side, the minimum altitude above ground that occurred during the simulation for the
respective skid is illustrated for the main skid (hAGL,MGmin), the tail skid (hAGL,T Gmin) and the payload
compartment (hAGL,PCmin). Here, a negative altitude signifies a compression of the respective skid.
Hence, in this case, there has been ground contact of this skid during the simulation. In contrast,
if the value is positive, the respective skid has not touched down. The right hand side shows the
normalised vertical skid forces due to skid compression and damping for the same skids.
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Figure 7 – Box plots for minimum altitude over ground and maximum normalised vertical skid forces
that occurred during the landing simulations for different main skid positions and for main skid, tail

skid and payload compartment. For each different skid position, 1000 landing simulations were
performed.

As illustrated by the plots in the first row, an increase of the main skid position leads to a decrease
of the same skid’s maximum compression, resp. minimum altitude. This is also accompanied by a
decrease of the maximum vertical skid forces. As shown in section 5.1, the maximum main skid force
rather results from the aircraft weight than from the landing shock. The more forward the main skid
is located, the earlier the tail gear touches down, sharing a part of the aircraft weight. This is due
to the fact that the pitching moment due to the main skid landing force, causing the aircraft to pitch
up, increases with a forward shift of this skid. Accordingly, the maximum main skid forces slighty
decrease.
Consequently, the tail skid loads (plots in the second row) slightly increase along with the main skid
position. It is also observable that the tail skid forces have a much stronger variation compared to the
main skid forces. While the main skid force is mainly dependent on the aircraft sink rate, the tail skid
force tends to be rather driven by the pitching motion at and after touchdown. As a consequence, a
slight variation of the aircraft attitude and rotational motion at the moment of touchdown has a much
larger impact on the tail skid movement.
Finally, the third row shows that the main skid position has a major influence on whether the payload
compartment touches the ground or not. For a main skid location directly at the x-position of the
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CG, the payload compartment always makes ground contact, which is logical as the friction force
causes the aircraft to pitch down and this rotation is then stopped by the contact force between the
ground and the payload compartment. For a main skid position of 0.2 m ahead of CG, landings
without ground contact as well as landings with ground contact, in some cases with high associated
loads on the payload compartment, were obtained. For the two front-most positions of 0.4 m or 0.6 m,
the payload compartment never makes ground contact. It must however be noted that, with around
50 mm, the clearance is still small for these cases. However, due to the aircraft geometry and the
limited main skid height, much more payload clearance is not achievable. If a larger clearance at the
payload compartment was desired, then a higher main skid would be required. Both 0.4 m or 0.6 m
positions are appropriate for the main skid. Based on the simulation results, it can also be concluded
that the defined procedure is adequate for landing this aircraft in light turbulence.
At the end, as a compromise, the main skid has been placed 0.4 m forward of the CG. While this posi-
tion is sufficient to maintain a relatively low probability of ground contact of the payload compartment,
this position is, on average, associated with slightly lower tail skid forces than the position at 0.6 m.
In addition, the closer the main skid position is located to the CG, the lower the fuselage bending
moment at touchdown becomes.
The analyses presented in this section are based on the skid model presented in section 3.2. While
for the inflight dynamics, the accuracy of the given model can be assumed to be sufficient for a “flight
mechanical” landing simulation, the structural dynamics at touchdown should be analysed with more
sophisticated models. Therefore, the landing loads are investigated in more detail in section 6. In
this analysis, the aircraft is placed midair right above the ground with a prescribed sink rate and the
simulation is run. In order to determine an appropriate sink rate for the aeroelasticity analyses, the
results of the batch simulations are used. Figure 8 shows the distribution of the sink rate of the main
skid at the moment of touchdown over the respective normalised main skid forces (one point per
simulation).
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Figure 8 – Distribution of vertical speed at the moment of touchdown over the normalised vertical
skid force for the main skid and for the main skid position at 0.4 m forward of the CG. 1000 landing

simulations were performed.

As shown, the main skid sink rates are spread over a range of 0.05 m/s to 0.33 m/s. It is observable
that there is no correlation between sink rate and vertical skid force. This again makes clear that the
landing shock is not the driver for the maximum forces. The variation instead results from variations
of the aircraft behaviour on ground due to differences in attitude and rotational rates at touchdown.
It can be concluded that a soft landing of the HAP aircraft is usually performed with sink rates of
0.35 m/s or lower. The hard landing case is defined by multiplying this upper-bound on the sink
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rate by 2, i.e., by a sink rate of 0.7 m/s. These sink rate values are used for the loads calculations
presented in the following section.

6. Aeroelastic Loads
During the loads analysis of the HAP configuration [11], which is performed by the DLR Institute
of Aeroelasticity, multiple load cases are considered, including 1260 maneuver loads, 2016 “1-cos”
gust encounters, 54 engine loads, and 4 landing load cases. The highest resulting section loads are
used for the sizing of the primary aircraft structure, e.g., for the wing typical quantities these are the
bending moment Mx and the torsional moment My. Thus, it would be beneficial if the landing loads
stay within the load envelope and don’t drive the sizing and/or the aircraft design significantly.
For the calculation of the landing loads, aeroelastic models are used, which include mass, structural
and aerodynamic models. An overview of the models is given in Figure 9 and more details can be
found in [10, 27]. Some important differences with respect to the flight-mechanical modelling are
that the mass model consists of multiple discrete masses, which allows to calculate inertial forces.
The aerodynamic model is based on a vortex lattice method [28], which provides discrete distributed
forces and moments, too. This is an essential prerequisite to obtain section loads. The structural
dynamic response of the aircraft is captured using a modal approach in combination with a modal
truncation. The landing skids are modeled in a similar way as described in section 3.2. Because
the vertical forces from the landing impact are considered most important for the loads analyses, the
model is simplified in such a way that it includes only forces Rx in x and Rz in z-direction, the aircraft
pitch angle is small and is neglected and, in a conservative approach, the damping is set to zero.
During the time domain simulations, the forces from the landing skids are applied to the structural
model and the elastic structural deflection of the attachment nodes are communicated back to the
landing skid model, which is important when calculating the height above ground hAGL.
The aeroelastic time domain simulations start with the trimmed aircraft at a given sink rate (0.35 to
0.7 m/s, compare with section 6) just a few centimeters above ground and with a simulated time of
3.0 to 5.0 seconds (until the aircraft stops). Note that because the aircraft is trimmed at a given sink
rate, modelling the ground effect is not necessary and because the simulation starts just before touch
down, no landing controller is necessary.
Figure 10 shows the height above ground hAGL and the vertical forces Rz of the four landing skids
during a landing simulation at a sink rate of 0.7 m/s (hard landing case). At the beginning of the
simulation, the aircraft is at a constant sink rate and at ≈ 0.2 s, the main landing skid touches the
ground. The height above ground hAGL of the main landing skid becomes negative, indicating an
elastic compression, and a vertical force Rz occurs immediately and with a peak at ≈ 0.3 s. Next, the
tail skid touches the ground at ≈ 2.0 s and with much lower forces Rz. As the aircraft slows down,
the aerodynamic lift decreases and the wing deflection slowly decreases until the left and right wing
landing skids touch the ground at ≈ 3.0 s. Towards the end of the simulation, the aircraft has nearly
stopped and it can be seen that with Rz,MG ≈ 1100 N, most of the aircraft mass is supported by the
main landing skid. It is interesting to see that the peak of the landing impact at ≈ 0.3 s is actually
lower than the final value, which can be explained by the high structural flexibility of the aircraft. The
minimal and maximal flexible structural deflections U f lex,x in x and U f lex,z in z-direction of the wings are
shown in Figure 11. Next to the large change of the wing bending U f lex,z during the landing simulation,
it can be seen that the sudden deceleration of the aircraft also causes an in-plane motion of the wings
with U f lex,x =−7.0 to +2.0 cm at the wing tips.
During the preliminary design and with higher, more conservative sink rates, the landing impact
actually had an influence on the highest bending moments Mx in the outer wing. The more detailed
knowledge of the landing phase obtained in this work resulted in lower sink rates so that the landing
load cases are now within the envelopes from maneuver and gust loads and no longer influence the
structural sizing.

7. Conclusion
The aim of this paper was to investigate three issues associated with the landing of the DLR HAP
aircraft, being the general landing procedure, the positioning of the landing skids and the inclusion
of the landing loads in the aeroelastic design. For this purpose, the paper briefly presented the HAP
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(a) Mass model (b) Structural model

(c) Aerodynamic model

Figure 9 – Mass, structural, and aerodynamic models

aircraft and gave an insight into the modelling of the ground effect and the skid model within the flight
dynamics model used in this work.
Furthermore, the paper presented a flight controller used to automatise the landing. Since the HAP
aircraft is supposed to be landed manually, the aim of the flight control design was not to implement an
appropriate and robust controller for real flight. Rather, a controller that generates inputs that a pilot
can also apply needed to be designed, which could be used for the successive batch analysis. The
controller realises a landing procedure based on three phases from initial descent over a deceleration
at a constant altitude up to shutting down the engines and a final descent until touchdown. The
controller is based upon an energy management approach and a simple PID pitch inner loop.
Subsequently, the paper dealt with the landing analysis. First, a single landing in turbulence using the
afore-defined controller was investigated in more detail and the respective phases were explained.
Second, batch analyses were performed for four different main skid positions. In doing so, the tur-
bulence was varied at random and independently for all three axes and 1000 simulations were per-
formed for every skid position variation. It could be shown that the main skid forces decrease along
with moving the main skid forward, which can be attributed to the geometry-driven target pitch angle
at touchdown. Furthermore, the average tail skid loads slightly increase along with a forward shift of
the main skid position. For main skid positions of 0.4 m and 0.6 m forward of the centre of gravity,
the aircraft payload compartment did not make ground contact in any of the simulations, which was
a major requirement. Therefore, the procedure proved to be adequate for landing the HAP aircraft.
However, even though the flight controller applied rather simple and lower frequency commands, it
is yet to be investigated whether a pilot can perform a landing following this procedure similarly well.
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Finally, a sink rate of 0.35 m/s for a soft landing and 0.7 m/s for a hard landing were selected based
on the batch simulation results for the subsequent dynamic aeroelastic analysis.
It should be noted that the skid force calculation was based on a standard linear solid model and
the frictions coefficients were simply assumed to be constant. In addition, the ground was assumed
to be flat. Therefore, it can be assumed that the simulation of the final slideout is less realistic.
Furthermore, no ground effect influence on the lateral motion dynamics was modelled. Hence, the
impact of the lateral wind was less representative. However, the main aim of this analysis was to
investigate the landing until touchdown with a special focus on the question which skid makes ground
contact first. This question is mainly driven by the longitudinal motion and by the vertical skid forces
rather than by the friction forces. Hence, it can be assumed that the modelling approach used here
is sufficiently accurate and, thus, the results are significant.
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Finally, a dynamic aeroelasticity calculation was performed in order to include the landing loads in
the loads analysis and the associated structural sizing. In doing so, the aircraft was placed midair a
couple of centimetres above ground with the prescribed sink rates for a soft and a hard landing and
simulations over touchdown and until standstill were undertaken. It turned out that, even for the hard
landing, the associated loads are within the envelopes from maneuver and gust loads and therefore
do not influence the structural sizing.

8. Future Work
In the landings dealt with in this paper, rather low atmospheric turbulence was applied. With the re-
sulting main skid position every landing could be completed successfully. However, another important
question that will be investigated in future works is, up to which degree of turbulence, safe landings
can still be performed with this landing procedure. Furthermore, it needs to be examined, whether a
pilot is able to apply input commands that are equivalent to those applied by the landing controller in
order to follow the landing procedure and how much training would be necessary to achieve a high
landing success rate. For this purpose, a desktop simulation session with pilots will be performed in
future works.
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